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s Comics & Stories #100 (1949) Compare this example of Tommaso'³ coloring, from Â"Truant Officer DonaldÂ", with the original above. Compared ³ the almost excess of the Mickey Mouse series, the extra material is generally quite light here. All this comes to life through the eloquent cartoon of BarksÃ¢ Ì . The author, who ³ left him from North
America once (and late) in his life, was a real ³ in Marco Polo; his long stories often involved globe-trotting adventures. The work was for an escape: Â"When the dishes stopped flying, the bottles broke, why©, I could sit and the ideas fluÃan on mÃÂ", recordÃ³ in 1973. Fans questioned the choice ³ color the strips at all, instead of leaving them as Barks
drew them, in black and white, as was done beautifully in the first edition ³ comprehensive archive, Another Rainbow, Carl Barks Library (1983Ã â  ¹90), while purists question the choice ³ re-color instead of restoring the original printed colors. Success in other archival projects such as Fantagraphics' own series Krazy Kat, Popeye and Prince Valiant.
Though a very moral artist, Barks' world is more complicated than the principles he sets out to guide his imperfect characters; its absurdity is written in humor. And indeed, his work of c. Naturalist-based ³ of "Southern Seas" In addition, the original color ³ is generally quite good, reaching a fine balance between naturalism and beneficial effect and
quite consistently allowing the narrative³ n. Pop coloringThe ³ mics are printed in stock rather light uncoated, remembering the actual quality of the original ³ mics and allowing the orbil orbil lE .o±Ãeus nu obuh ,zev anu esarÃ .neripser ,edrev y ollirama ,luza ed n³Ãicanibmoc elpmis anu ed s©Ãvart a adiv narboc »ÂruS led raM«Â led laroc ed
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most common and current quality that is obtained when coloring. FAntagráficos â € ™ Â ™ Inaugural Volume in its complete BarkSÃ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ â € As Disney Comics leaves the reader at the beginning of this creative wave, covering the 1948 years â € 49. Ã, that dream was flashmob Friday, I'm being honest, Flashmob Fridays was one of the most fun
script experiences I've had. Always subject to a hierarchical Fiat, Donald and Huey, Dewey and Louie end up heading on the mountains, then that all others have lost interest after having eaten an omelette Made by children of square eggs decades after their expiration date. These cumics were the best of your career. The food pension that she would
pay for thirteen after the divorce of her to the next year too. One of those things was Carl Barks. Although he would not propose to go to a complete museum as it is done in those books, it would be useful for this series if it was considered a wider range of supplements, including sketches, interviews and similar. Several other critics and cumic
scholars also contribute with short trials to this variable quality section, but generally good and sometimes excellent. Despite these criticists, this is a series that finally promises that Bark did the right thing, promising a great resurgence of one of our most great caricaturists. Not having insurance, he paid the bills me with the rate he received from
Western Publishing for his duck cartoons. BARKS extrapola wild but eloquently of this: the scientific and mostly commercial interest in DonaldÃ ¢ Â It is the results on an expedition to the Andes in search of the source of it. In addition, they are reproduced near the original size of the cumic, which would seem a trace but it was not done in any of the
previous completed editions, they are of great size. The comics are marked by various editorial materials, most notably directed by Blanques / Blake Scholar Donald Ault, a leading authority and the most interesting analyst of duck man's life and work for more than four days. In a forgotten, flat and horrible valley, ducks discover a square city
inhabited by square people, who speak in a Dixie Drawl (adopted from a previous visitor of "Bummin" jamÃ ³ n, Alabama ") and subsist entirely on square eggs that grow from square rocks. Somehow, Barks' work in this book records me as stories, but not necessarily as ³. What I enjoy about the barks (and their spiritual descendant Don Rosa) is that it
doesn't tell stories about the cartoon ducks, but it tells them. About the characters that are the cartoon ducks. It seems to be all about ³ and how everything affects him, but he's always doing things for his nephews or his uncle of a strong love that exists between these characters. These two stories exemplify the meticulous approach taken to the
material in this series. Now, looking at the review³ I think it speaks a lot more about me than it does about the stories in this great collection³ n. To make the crUtics to organize something like that were like the grazing cats, but it was fun to get a homework, have to write about it, and then see what everyone else also wrote. The barks built a ³ thesis.
In addition to containing the story of prominence ³, Ã¢ â  Å  Lost in the AndesÃ¢ â , after which it is called, the book contains several masterpieces of long and short form of barking, in the latter category, including the highlights of the career such as The Acerbic and Perversely Funny Strip of Media, Ã¢ â Å  The Spect of Crazy Questions '(1948) and
the psycho-sexual comedy Loopy¢ â Ã¢ â It's all Donald Duck and his nephews, looking like I remember them from old Disney Sunday movies. The Jacob Covey's cover, if he's a little busy and in places a little tidy, he's attractive retro and does his job. And in the middle He finds Bombie, the powerless fool who ends up exploited by all the other
characters in the story, including Donald and the children, who end up walking away carelessly, without having gained any particular knowledge. The beautifully rendered Race to the South Seas (1949), for example, is a repeat of Heart of Darkness slapstick, in which Donald and his nephews compete with their insufferably lucky cousin Gladstone
Gander to find and save their eccentric Scrooge, who believes himself lost in nature, only to realize that he prefers to live his colonialist fantasy to himself, cannibals worshipping their swords. Note also the strong yellow (and how it has been removed from panels one and three) This is clearly what was done: The comparison reveals that Tommaso has
stuck a lot to the original coloring, making only the occasional correction, usually minimal. Although the comparison can only increase the Â estimate of Â for the work of Jippes Â, Barks' original line is much more agile and clear. It gave me the opportunity to read and write about some things I had never experienced before. A somewhat strange
concession, it would seem, to the contemporary sensibilities of fans who complain about the brightness and squeal. However, it is interesting Â, Â and in contrast to the broad black face of the next longplayer, Â Voodoo HoodooÃ¢ Â (1949) Â their bodies and faces are depicted with a surprising naturalism. He opens this volume with an informative
introduction to Barks that admirably negotiates the balance between the facts and their interpretation (even if he takes for granted perhaps a little too easily Barks' own facality, retrospective accounts of his life), and adds a couple of brilliant short analysis. individual stories in the closing section history notes. For the first time since her otreibucsed
otreibucsed etnemetneicer lanigiro led adavired n³Ãisrev anu ne Ãuqa acilbup es Â ÂruS Â raM Â ¢Ã ,lanigiro Considering that all previous reprints were based on a reconstruction with the Master Dutch Chameleon Dan Jippes cleaning the lower printed material available. The way in which the races integrate the square society in a naturalist
mountain environment makes their absurdity especially charming. This is a book that may need to read somewhat. Go see what so low was in this place ... I think what really strange is more an appreciation of Carl BARKS art. Of "South Mar". Although portrayed with more than an indication of pride, the natives here are largely Hollywood actions
tapped. "In the Andes" (1949), which barks often stand out among the favorites of him, is just one of the most famous of his work. For my knowledge, all the other reprints, except the recent collection of barking published by Egmont in Northern Europe (2005, 2008), presented a doctoral version in which the racial cartoons of African natives were
toned a little . The site was a scenario of problems with the comics, as soon as a scision of the galaxy of cumics (which is sadly seems to have been erased from the Internet,) two sites that were also very important for me. It is suspected that the main reason for this Drugy Change in the approach of the representation of the natives between two
stories published the same year is the reference material used, but, nevertheless, it adds a nuance to the story and creates a Frisson interesting in his center. From "Voodoo Hoodoo" "Hoodoo Hoodoo" is a more dark piece, telling Bombie's story to the zombie, who sent himself to inflict a cursing on scrooge for once having stolen the land of his African
tribe to build a rubber plantation : "I would not have sold, so I contracted a crowd of thugs and pursued the tribe in the jungle," SCROGE explains Smugly this is still the beginning, the bad scrooge; the barks would eventually make a whole Man out of him). He is quick to wrath, but there is not a greater heart, Without being surprisingly, and in a
genius blow from Barksian, any round turns out to be an anathema to simple Awfulonia, forcing children to negotiate a charming paradox to save the day, a paradox that a feeling reflects the culture that did. 1948, 54 ranges between fun, moving, most consistently inspired, and can have fun in the history of cumics. Regarding the first reservation, it is
important to keep in mind that the strips were drawn with colors in mind, the colors were part of the finished work, and eliminating them is to change the work on something else, a study object instead of living history leaves The reader with an unnecessary jumble where the chronologic vision of the development of the development of the careers
during the month would have been easily achievable, as in fact, was less in all the previous complete editions, and is in the series itself Concurrent Fantagraphics Compile Mickey Mouse Contemporary Floyd Gottfredson Comics. Worse, however, it is the decision not to present the stories in chronological order, but more well to mix them according to
the discernible logic immediately beyond the obvious desire to lead with the history of the title. However, an approach to this type would risk reducing the appeal to a large part of the youth and youth readers of these comments, and to say denying them a different type of authenticity, namely the crepitating visual experience that the original reader
must Having experienced when holding a receiving duck cómic. History is essentially about power: Donald travels to Africa to cure from the curse that was intended for him. Socially conservative and clearly informed by the cultural prejudices of the time, he at the same time was blessed with a healthy skepticism and a sense of equality of of the
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